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Emmy Noether and Her Theorems

David E. Rowe

Today Noether’s principal theorem occupies a prominent place in theoretical
physics, though for a long time its significance was largely overlooked. Even
now, relatively few physicists realize that Emmy Noether’s original paper from
1918 contains two fundamental theorems. Moreover, both theorems are
essential for understanding her original motivation, namely to distinguish
between proper and improper conservation laws in physics.

1. Two Theorems and their Reception

For physicists, Emmy Noether’s name is connected with her two
theorems, famously linking symmetries and conservation laws.
For mathematicians, she is the “mother of modern algebra,” a
field in which her work, but even more her dynamic personal-
ity, exerted a profound influence on many who followed in her
footsteps. As the historian Mechthild Koreuber has emphasized,
Noether’s role in mathematics cannot be likened with someone
who headed a conventionalmathematical school. Her impact was
far more pervasive; she saw herself as leading a broad movement
that operated as a “thought collective” (Denkkollektiv)[1] andwhich
promoted algebraic methods in nearly all branches of pure math-
ematics (Figure 1).
After her forced emigration from Nazi Germany in 1933,

Noether taught at BrynMawr College for women, though only up
until her untimely death in April 1935 at the age of 53. She also
gave lectures at the Institute for Advanced Study (IAS) in Prince-
ton. One of the young algebraists who attended Noether’s final
lectures at the IAS was Nathan Jacobson. Another was Richard
Brauer, who in a letter to her brother, Fritz, reported on the
circumstances surrounding her sudden death due to complica-
tions following surgery.[2] Jacobson, later an eminent figure in the
American mathematical community as a Yale professor, edited
Noether’s Collected Papers[3] and wrote a brief introduction sum-
marizing her most important works, except for two. He knew, of
course, that Noether’s Theorem was an important tool in parti-
cle physics, and so he asked his colleague, the Turkish physicist
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Feza Gürsey, to write about her two
papers connected with physical the-
ories. One of these, “Invariante
Variationsprobleme,”[4] is today con-
sidered one of her most important works
because of its relevance for particle
physics (Figure 2).[5]

Today, in fact, Noether’s name is prob-
ably better known among younger physi-
cists than it is to mathematicians. That

alone tells us something about new trends and massive shifts
in perspective that have taken place during the last 40 years. In
1980, when Herbert Goldstein published the second edition of
his textbook on classical mechanics,[6] he added a final section on
“Noether’s Theorem,” which afterward gradually became a stan-
dard topic in physics courses. This marks part of the growing
recognition that conserved quantities are closely related with the
symmetries associated with Lie algebras or Lie groups. Gürsey
summarized the general viewpoint of modern theoretical physi-
cists when he wrote:

Noether’s Theorem associates each element of the Lie algebra
(generator of a one parameter transformation of the group)
with a corresponding conserved quantity. …Before Noether’s
Theorem the principle of conservation of energy was shrouded
in mystery, leading to the obscure physical systems of Mach
and Ostwald. Noether’s simple and profound mathematical
formulation did much to demystify physics.[7]

This bird’s-eye view from afar sheds no light on what actu-
ally happened. For one thing, the ideas of Ernst Mach and Wil-
helm Ostwald were long since forgotten when Noether wrote her
paper. But more to the point, if physicists and mathematicians
who knew her work—like Albert Einstein, Hermann Weyl, and
Wolfgang Pauli—had read it this way, then surely it would have
made quite a splash. The fact that it did not cause much atten-
tion, however, has been firmly established by Yvette Kosmann-
Schwarzbach, author of a detailed examination of the paper and
the very weak reception it received for decades afterward.[8] This
raises a serious question: why was Noether’s paper presenting
“Noether’s Theorem” largely neglected and overlooked by the
mathematical and physical communities until long after her
death? Was this a simple case of sexist discrimination? That may
have been a factor, but other conceptual issues were also involved
here, and so this question is not at all easy to answer.

2. General Relativity during World War I

When I first wrote about how Noether’s work was situated within
the immediate reception of general relativity in Göttingen, I
stressed that her seminal paper was not about one theorem but
rather about two “Noether theorems” and that the less familiar
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Figure 1. Emmy Noether in 1930 aboard a ship crossing the Baltic to at-
tend a conference of the German Mathematical Society held in Knigsberg.
Photo by Helmut Hasse.

Figure 2. Titlepage of Emmy Noether’s paper,[4] in which she proved the Noether theorems.

second theorem was her main result at that time.[9] She wrote
the paper in order to clarify the distinction between conservation
laws in special relativity and other types of derived relations
in general relativity. In both cases, one utilizes an invariant
variational principle to derive these results. In theories governed
by the principle of general covariance this yields formal relations
which have no analogue in special relativity. Thus, Noether’s
first theorem establishes a framework for deriving physically
conserved quantities from an invariant variational system. Her
second theorem, on the other hand, describes how additional
relations arise when that invariance holds under general coordi-
nate transformations.
These types of relationswere used by both Einstein andHilbert

in constructing two different formulations of energy conserva-
tion in general relativity. In a letter to Einstein, written in May
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1916, Hilbert conjectured that their two approaches were either
identical or closely related, and he informed him that he had
given this problem to Emmy Noether.[10] This marks the begin-
ning of her involvement with problems relating to the physical
status of energy laws in general relativity. Very little is known
about her work from that time, though she was able to show
formal similarities between Hilbert’s approach to energy conser-
vation and Einstein’s. More than a year later, the discussions in
Göttingen on general relativity became much more intense af-
ter Klein and Einstein began corresponding about these matters.
Indeed, Noether’s two papers were written in close consultation
with Felix Klein.[11,12] So how did this all begin?
In the spring of 1915, Emmy Noether came to Göttingen

from Erlangen, where her father was the well-known professor
of mathematics, Max Noether. Emmy’s brother, Fritz, had stud-
ied under Arnold Sommerfeld in Munich before gaining a po-
sition as a private lecturer in Karlsruhe; he later became an ac-
complished applied mathematician in Breslau. Both she and her
brother had spent time inGöttingen, where their father and Klein
first met in the late 1860s, the beginning of a lifelong friendship.
Emmy’s interests in algebraic invariant theory overlapped with
Hilbert’s, whereas both he and Klein had ample opportunity to
appreciate her abilities as a researcher. Moreover, it was wartime.
On 1December 1914, Noether wrote a letter to Hilbert that ended
with the news that her brother was stationed north of Reims and
doing well.[13,19] When Hilbert and Klein decided to invite Emmy
Noether to habilitate in Göttingen the following year, quite a few
younger men were engaged in war service. This was probably the
one and only time in Emmy Noether’s life when she benefited
from being a woman.
Hilbert and Klein also both had longstanding interests in

physics, and they had funds available from theWolfskehl Founda-
tion to invite prominent foreign guest speakers. Henri Poincaré
delivered the first series of Wolfskehl lectures in 1909, followed a
year later by H.A. Lorentz’s lectures, which the young Max Born
wrote up for publication. During the early summer of 1915, the
invited speaker was Albert Einstein, who spoke about his new
theory of gravitation. There, Einstein gave an account of the state
of the theory before his final breakthrough to full general covari-
ance in the fall of 1915.[14] And although very little is known about
what he said, Hilbert was genuinely excited by what he heard in
those six lectures and probably evenmore by his discussions with
Einstein during that week. But what about Emmy Noether? Did
she interact with Einstein at all back then?
Unfortunately, like many other aspects of Noether’s life, this

relationship is not well documented, even though at the time of
her death Einstein wrote a well-known letter for the New York
Times in which he underscored her unique talents.[15,16] Some-
times people have even asked whether he knew her personally
at all, and I recently discussed the possibility that they only first
met in Princeton, after she was forced out of her position in
Göttingen.[17] Of course, she would have met him already in the
summer of 1915 had she attended his lectures, but until recently
that seemed rather doubtful in view of the fact that she went back
to Erlangen in May, at which time her mother passed away. Her
father was an elderly invalid, who had been stricken with polio as
a child, and Emmywas his only daughter. So we have no direct ev-
idence that Emmy Noether was present when Einstein delivered
his Wolfskehl lectures.

Thanks to recent research undertaken by Cordula Tollmien,
however, there is no longer any doubt that Noethermust havemet
Einstein during the week of his visit, because she had already re-
turned to Göttingen themonth before. This is important to know,
because it helps to anchor some of the exchanges that took place
afterward between Einstein and the mathematicians in Göttin-
gen. During his visit there, Einstein stayed with the Hilberts, and
so hewas clearlymade aware of an impending plan to petition the
PrussianMinistry for an exemption from explicit regulations that
prohibited women from being allowed to teach. He was surely
also told about Noether’s background and research interests, es-
pecially those aspects connected with Hilbert’s own work. How
she thereafter gradually took up various questions relating to the
mathematics of general relativity is a complicated story. The lit-
erature listed below deals with it in considerable detail.

3. Emmy Noether steps back Onstage

In recent years, many new studies have appeared that have led to
a better understanding of Emmy Noether’s life, work, and times.
Philosophers of modern physics have undertaken probing new
investigations of the Noether theorems and their implications in
ref. [18]. Moreover, the historian Cordula Tollmien has embarked
on amulti-volume project, whichwill illuminatemany new facets
of Noether’s life. Her first two books in this series,[19] and,[13] doc-
ument in vivid detail the final obstacles Noether had to overcome
in order to attain the lowly position of a private lecturer at a Ger-
man university. The mathematicians who supported her case—
above all David Hilbert and Felix Klein—were famously influen-
tial figures. Yet even they encountered such deeply entrenched
resistance to the very notion of allowing a woman to teach that
her appointment proved impossible. Only after the collapse of the
German monarchy and the appointment of a Social Democrat as
Prussian Minister of Education did this last barrier fall as well.
Beginning in 1919, Noether taught her own courses, eventually
attracting students from all over the world. Not once, however,
was she ever offered a professorship in Germany.
Beginning in 2019, many people have gained a new appre-

ciation for Emmy Noether’s unique career through a play pro-
duced by Portraittheater Vienna, an ensemble that specializes in
bringing famous or lesser-known women back to life onstage.
The original German version premiered on the 100th anniver-
sary of Noether’s final qualifying lecture, after which she gained
the right to teach courses as a member of the Göttingen faculty.
Since then, “Diving into Math with Emmy Noether” (the English
version) has been performed at fourteen colleges and universi-
ties throughout the United States (see ref. [20]) and at numerous
localities in Europe. For information about past and future per-
formances, see https://www.portraittheater.net/.
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